Manually collecting landmark data on a large biological sample takes a long time.
dimensions (6) . Adequately quantifying within-and between-group shape variation in a widespread and/or ecologically diverse species or across a species-rich taxonomy can require many hundreds or even thousands of observations (7) (8) (9) , as can identifying the genetic underpinnings of shape and form (10, 11) .
Large samples pit scientific objectives against time and funding constraints. Efficiencies are needed. One can speed data collection by reducing the number of landmarks. However, sparser landmarks sets are less able to capture local changes. Morphometricians are advised to landmark "sufficiently" (12, p. 25) , a necessarily vague term. In the absence of reliable criteria for determining the optimum number of landmarks to include, "most geometric morphometric studies are characterized by an oversampling of (anatomical) landmarks as an exploratory strategy: it allows for unexpected findings (and nice visualizations)." (13) Recent efforts to quantify sufficiency (14) implicitly support the inference that more landmarks are better.
Landmarking can be completed more quickly if the work is divided among co-investigators (15) , or even crowd-sourced (8) , but these introduce additional sources of error. Automated and nearly automated landmarking allow for rapid phenotyping of shape and form (16) (17) (18) (19) .
However, automated approaches are still in relatively early stages of deployment. Moreover, the 3D digital samples (CT, laser scan, etc.) required for automated landmarking are themselves time-consuming to collect and process (20) , and not yet available for many specimen collections.
For user-placed landmarks on bilaterally symmetric features, an additional option is to sample only one side. In an idealized system, bilaterally symmetric features are anatomical pairs subject to identical developmental regimes, resulting in left and right versions which are mirror images of one another. Bilateral symmetry is far from the only kind of symmetry to have emerged over the course of organismal evolution, but it is the most common kind (21, 22) . It is often subdivided into matching and object symmetry subcategories. Matching symmetric features are those that have physically distinct right and left versions (femora, innominates, wings, etc.). Object symmetric features are those whose bilaterally symmetric right and left sides are joined at an anatomical midline to form a single object (cranium, articulated pelvis, sphenoid, etc.) (23, 24) .
Where asymmetries between right and left are not an important aspect of the investigation, bilateral symmetry can be leveraged for faster data collection by making the right or left side the subject of analysis. This practice is referred to herein as a "focal side" approach.
If a specimen's focal side is damaged or missing, an investigator can often landmark and then reflect the opposite side to incorporate it into the sample (25) . For object symmetric structures, focal side data collection entails collecting landmarks on one side and along the midline (together, a hemi-form). If the better preserved side is incomplete, it is often possible to record the antimeres and impute these landmarks to the focal side by reflected relabeling (26) . These strategies can cut the time needed for GM data collection nearly in half, and thus nearly double n under a given time or financial constraint.
However, Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA, 27) can be unkind to hemi-form data. In GM, GPA (described further in Materials & Methods below) is the most widely used algorithm for superimposing landmark configurations in a common coordinate space, and prerequisite to the ordinations and statistical analyses typically conducted for shape data. For object symmetric structures, bilaterally placed landmarks tend to balance the configuration during © David C. Katz BIORXIV DRAFT 5 superimposition, such that the midline landmarks lie fairly close to a plane ( Fig. 1B) . If asymmetries are removed from the data (24, 26) , the resulting midlines are, in fact, planar ( Fig.   1A) . In contrast, with a focal side approach, midline variation in the hemi-forms is no longer structured (or balanced) by the similarity of the right and left sides. This can result in somewhat larger, oblique differences among the midlines of the observations (Fig. 1C) . Figure 1 is technically correct. However, the results of focal side superimposition can be difficult to interpret, at least visually. Though Procrustes superimposition aligns configurations statistically, not biologically, it is preferable and reassuring to work with arrangements that more closely accord with our intuitions about how biology varies (28) . Hemi-form registrations of object symmetric structures sometimes want for this intuitive quality.
Each of the superimpositions in
More importantly, as Cardini recently demonstrated through a series of comparisons (29, 30) , bilateral and focal side superimpositions do not paint identical pictures of overall similarities and differences among subjects in a sample. This raises concerns about whether the efficiencies of the focal side approach are sufficient to justify its use.
Cardini's proposed solution is "mirror reflection" of hemi-forms (29) (30) (31) . Mirror reflection is a special case of reflected-relabeling in which only the midline landmarks are used to fit a hemi-form to its reflection (because midlines are the only landmarks a hemi-form and its reflection have in common). The end result is a bilaterally symmetric configuration with a linear (2D landmarks) or planar (3D) midline ( Figure 2 ). relationships. This finding is no surprise, as the symmetric and bilateral configurations differ only by asymmetry, the magnitude of which is often small and/or non-directional. In all but one comparison, bilateral configuration shape relationships were better approximated by mirrorreflected data than by hemi-form data. The consistently higher correlations for mirrored data led Cardini to recommend that investigators consider mirror reflection as an efficient data collection strategy.
However, Cardini's samples all share a characteristic that makes mirror-reflection more likely to produce good (more similar to bilateral) results: the landmarks along the midsagittal define a midline that is deep relative to the other dimensions of the landmark configuration.
Why should this matter? Recall that with mirror reflection, a bilateral shape is constructed by superimposing the recorded midline to its reflection. The position of the reflected landmarks is thus dependent on the extent of (net) deviation of the midline landmarks from an idealized midsagittal plane. Moreover, the distorting effect of midline deviations are magnified with increasing distance from the symphysis much like, for a given angular rotation, the distance traveled along the circumference of a circle increases as function of the length of the radius. The situation is analogous to how choice of baseline can produce a spectrum of outcomes with Bookstein's two-point registration (32) . Typically, the narrower the baseline, the more baseline variance influences interlandmark correlations and the results of statistical analysis (12 pp. 57-59, 33).
The most obvious vertebrate anatomy for which mirror reflection would be suspect is the mandible (at least for species with a fused symphysis). Mandibles are likely second only to crania -the landmark-rich darlings of GM-as shape subjects (Figure 4) . The issue, then, is a matter of general concern for GM practitioners. Below, I use a sample of human mandibles to quantify how severely mirror-reflection affects results of shape analysis. I simulate small, lateral deviations at the midline landmarks of the symmetric mean for the full complement of landmarks, then create mirror reflections from the right hemi-forms. Through various comparisons of the simulations to the bilateral observations, I demonstrate that for narrow-midline morphology, even small midline deviations produce severe distortions. Comparison of shape and size relationships among observations using alternative landmarking strategies raise the same concerns. Finally, I consider the implications of these findings, and suggest an alternative solution that is nearly as efficient as the focal side approach but far better at recovering bilateral shape.
Materials and Methods
All analysis was performed in R (34) , primarily with custom routines. GPA and symmetric GPA were performed using functions from geomorph (35) . For some routines, the shapes package (36) was used for Ordinary Procrustes Analysis (superimposition of two configurations). Figure 1 was generated in rgl (37) and captured by screenshot.
Data
The mandibular data are adult, bilateral, complete cases (n=178) from the larger, global sample of human mandibles described in (7) . The landmark data consists of six paired, bilateral landmarks that capture the mandibular condyle and lateral tooth row. Depending on the analysis, the configurations include either two (arch subset) or six (full configuration) midline landmarks on the mandibular symphysis ( Figure 5 ; Table 1 ). 
Simulations on observations
The distortion introduced by small deviations at the midline upon mirror reflection is evaluated with simulations. All simulations follow the same basic procedure. First, the original landmark configurations are superimposed via symmetric GPA. In the GPA procedure, configurations are centered at the origin and scaled to unit centroid size, after which each is rotated so as to minimize its summed squared distance from an iterated estimate of the mean shape (38) . The remaining differences among configurations are considered shape differences.
Centroid size, the inverse of the scaling factor from the superimposition, provides an estimate of specimen size. The symmetric version of GPA (24) requires expansion of the sample to include both the original configurations and their reflections. After superimposition of this expanded sample, each configuration and its reflection are averaged, yielding a symmetric shape for analysis. I use the mean forms (mean shape scaled to mean size) of the arch subset and full configuration superimpositions as templates to generate 1000 simulated arch subset and full configuration forms. Simulating on forms instead of shapes is useful for generating simulated data that varies at a biologically meaningful scale. Prior to simulation, in order to ensure that deviations occur only in a mediolateral direction, the means were rotated so that anatomical axes and Cartesian axes were the same. I then simulated uncorrelated deviations at the midline landmarks along the Cartesian axis that was coincident with the mediolateral direction.
Deviations-one for each midline landmark-were sampled at random from a normal distribution, N(0; 0.25 mm). With a standard deviation of 0.25 mm, each simulated deviation is expected to be well within the range of generally accepted measurement error (1-2 mm) in osteometry (39) . Note that though the standard deviation for the random sampling exercise is guided by a measurement error standard, for purposes of the analyses, it is irrelevant whether the midline landmark deviations from an idealized midsagittal are thought of as error or offcenter biology. Finally, I create a reflected version of the simulated right hemi-form, and join the two at the midline to create a mirror-reflected configuration. The midlines of the simulated hemi-shape and its reflection are fit using Ordinary Procrustes Analysis (OPA), which minimizes the squared distance between a reference and target (38) . The effect of midline deviations on shape and size are evaluated both visually and statistically.
Shape Recovery
I test the performance of an alternative strategy to mirror reflection that also approximates bilateral mandibular shape without using the full complement of landmarks. This alternative is referred to herein as shape recovery. Relative to mirror reflection and focal side approaches, it expands data collection to include a small number of landmarks from the opposite side. Creating a bilateral configuration then becomes a standard reflected relabeling task: create a reflection of the configuration, swap right and left landmark locations in the data © David C. Katz BIORXIV DRAFT 13 matrix, rotate one to the other by OPA of the landmarks they share in common, then average common landmarks (27) . As with mirror reflection, what remains is a symmetric configuration. I test two shape recovery hypotheses:
• H1. For narrow midline configurations, incorporation of opposite side landmarks will recover bilateral shape better than does mirror reflection. Once opposite side landmarks are included, the relationship of the sides to one another is largely determined by the position of the opposite landmarks relative to their antimeres on the focal side. The effect of midline deviations from symmetry become confined to the symphysis itself. In contrast, with mirror reflection, the relationship of the sides to each other is entirely a function of net deviations at the midline.
• H2: Bilateral shape is better recovered by incorporation of opposite side landmarks located more distant from the midline. As with the effect of midline deviations on bilateral landmarks, deviations from symmetry between opposite side landmarks and their antimeres become magnified at more distal landmarks (if any). Thus, the opposite side landmarks located furthest from the midline should better recover bilateral shape because there will be no magnification of deviations. I test these hypotheses by attempting to recover bilateral shape with three opposite side landmark pairs: proximal (ii and cp), middle (m1 and m2), and distal (pm and cd). See Figure 5 for landmark locations. I then follow and extend the approach of Cardini (29, 30) to compare the shape and size relationships for the true configurations and their derivative approximations (mirror-reflected, shape recovery, symmetric, and focal side). Right hemi-shapes are used for the focal side, mirror-reflected, and shape recovery reconstructions. For each dataset, I compute matrices of pairwise Procrustes and centroid size differences among observations. I then compute the pairwise correlations among these matrices in order to evaluate whether any of the strategies that use less than the full complement of landmarks capably replicates the structure of variation in complete forms.
Both hypotheses have a sample-wide focus; for any given observation, mirror reflection may outperform shape recovery. Moreover, the generality of the results presented below are subject to variation among bilateral landmarks in measurement error and asymmetry, which I do not evaluate here, and which may differ among species and samples.
Results

Simulations
I simulated mediolateral deviations at the midline toothrow landmarks of the arch subset symmetric mean 1000 times, each time mirror-reflecting the right side to generate 1000 simulated versions. While many of the simulated outcomes (Figure 6 ) are similar to the true configuration (e.g., within the 50% quantile range), very large distortions are common, too. 
Effect of mirror reflection and shape recovery on sample shape variation
As in Cardini (29, 30) , I tested how well samples obtained with several reduced landmarking strategies for efficient data collection approximated patterns of shape variation for complete, bilateral configurations. The shape recovery approach introduced here augments the focal side landmarks with a pair landmarks from the opposite side of the mandible. The criteria for assigning opposite side landmarks to shape recovery pairs was physical distance from the symphysis. Figure 9 plots the distribution of superimposed shapes for the alternative full configuration data schemes, with mean wireframe superimposed. Relative to mirror reflection, the recovery strategy helps to constrain the effect of midline deviations on shape outcomes.
Qualitatively, each of the recovery alternatives looks more similar to the full shape and symmetric superimpositions than does mirror reflection. Recovery with more distal landmarks appears to best replicate bilateral data. Table 2 provides the pairwise correlations between shape and centroid size distances computed among whole shape (Full), symmetric (Symm.), shape recovery (Distal, Middle, Proximal), focal side (Focal), and mirror-reflected (Mirror) datasets. Supplementary Table 1 provides the same table for the arch subset configurations. For shape (lower triangle), recovery with distal landmarks closely approximates shape variation for datasets that incorporate the full complement of landmarks. Proximal landmark shape recovery and the focal side approach capture shape variation about equally well. The mirror-reflected correlation with the full and symmetric shape distributions is disturbingly weak. For centroid size, all of the efficient data collection strategies replicate full landmark strategies reasonably well (upper triangle), though mirror reflection is clearly the least faithful replica. 
Discussion
Using a simulation approach and comparisons of alternative landmark collection strategies, I evaluated mirror reflection (and a shape recovery alternative) in the context of narrow-midline morphology. Mirror reflection produced highly distorted outcomes. It should be applied with great caution, or not at all, for morphology where the midline is narrow relative to the bilateral landmarks.
In understanding the magnitude of shape and size variation the simulations introduce, it is important to keep in mind that the templates for simulation were means of a diverse human mandible dataset that includes samples from six continents. Despite this global diversity, simulating with a standard deviation of only 0.25 mm produced many observations outside the range of sample variation. Distortions were less severe for the full configuration dataset than the arch subset dataset. The relative improvement in full configuration simulated outcomes is simply due to averaging. As the number of midline landmarks increases from two to six, random deviations from symmetry are more likely to balance out. Moreover, deviations at the mandibular symphysis were mostly expressed along the primary axis of shape variation. This is especially concerning because the mirror reflection effect, while artefactual, looks biologically relevant. It essentially replicates the continuous pattern of shape variation from wider to narrower mandibles that predominates PC 1, and would likely confound statistical analyses and interpretations of shape ordinations.
Shape distortions from mirror reflection produced corresponding, sometimes large, size distortions. As with shape, centroid size was more variable for the arch subset than full configuration simulation. Reduced CS variance in the full configuration simulation has at least two causes. First, more midline landmarks produce a stronger deviation-averaging effect, reducing shape (hence size) distortions. The second reason is more subtle. With more landmarks at the symphysis, the centroid of the full configuration is drawn anteriorly relative to the centroid of the arch subset. For these simulations, which differ primarily in the degree of mandibular flexion from condyle to condyle (see Figure 6) , a more anterior centroid will by itself reduce centroid size variation. The Appendix provides further discussion of this effect. Focal side, shape recovery, and mirror reflection alternatives all allow faster data collection than strategies that require the full complement of bilateral landmarks. In the comparisons of these alternatives evaluated herein, mirror reflection provided the least faithful replica of bilateral shape and size data. It is possible that midline measurement error is relatively large for this sample, and that this contributes to the exceptionally poor performance of mirror reflection. Most of the specimens are archaeological. While all are complete cases, many are in imperfect condition. Nevertheless, when the full complement of landmarks is used ( Fig. 9 and Table 2 full shape and symmetric superimpositions), mandibular variation for these data appears to be unexceptional. Moreover, the comparatively poor performance of mirror reflection is consistent with the simulation results, and preservation quality is irrelevant to the latter.
The shape recovery approach evaluated herein appears to be a safer strategy for efficient data collection of narrow-midline morphology. Bilateral shape and size relationships were recapitulated very well by incorporating the two most distal landmarks from the opposite side. More proximal opposite side landmarks replicated bilateral configurations less well, but still represented vast improvements over mirror reflection. Ideally, the choice of landmarks would also consider among-landmark variation in measurement error and asymmetry, as these may also influence the quality of a reconstruction. However, the information to do so is lacking for these data.
Conclusions
Where investigators require large samples and/or many landmarks per specimen, collection of geometric morphometrics data can become a substantial bottleneck in the research process. Efficient data collection strategies can speed a project to completion. In some cases, the improved efficiency may be necessary for a project to be economically or practically feasible. Cardini (29, 30) showed that for some object symmetric morphology, it is possible to obtain reasonably faithful replication of the full complement of bilateral landmarks by collecting landmarks on one side and at the midline, then mirror-reflecting the hemi-configuration to create a complete form.
However, mirror reflection is highly problematic for morphology with a relatively narrow midsagittal. Mirror-reflected outcomes for narrow-midline morphology will be sensitive to measurement error and biological asymmetry at the midline. Morphology with these characteristics include mandibles, some vertebral segments, sacra, and even articulated collections of features (ribcages, pelves).
An alternative strategy augments hemi-form landmarks with a small number of landmarks from the opposite side. However, for some samples, this type of shape recovery is not an option. For archaeological and paleontological data, it is sometimes the case that the available materials include many hemi-samples, preserved only at the midline and on one side.
In these cases, a focal side approach is the best alternative. Investigators nevertheless committed to mirror reflection may attempt to visually center the placement of midline landmarks when collecting data, ignoring biological variation. Though this amounts to a decision to deviate from typical landmark definitions, it will likely improve the overall quality of mirror reflection results. In addition, the results presented herein indicate that it is important to have several landmarks at the midline to give any deviations from symmetry the opportunity to average out.
The shape recovery alternative to mirror reflection was able to closely approximate shape and size relationships in the bilateral data. Still, it is important to keep in mind that these improvements are a probability not a promise. Any single reconstructed specimen may substantially deviate from its true bilateral form. Therefore, even the choice to employ a shape recovery strategy requires careful consideration. Figure A1 . Working model of variation in simulated forms. Red wireframe displays the mean arch subset. The hemi-circle (with origin at black point on symphysis) traces the arc along which the condyle landmarks are constrained to vary. All other bilateral landmarks will vary in unison along smaller radius arcs. From simulation to simulation, the condyles will be closer to or farther from one another, but always because the sides rotate towards (greater flexion) or away from (greater extension) the midsagittal plane, in equal degree about the symphysis centroid.
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2. It is clear that condyle position will have the highest variance in the rotational model shown in Figure A1 . I therefore simplify the discussion and illustrations by focusing primarily on the relationship between variance in midline rotation and variance in the condyle's contribution to centroid size variance. 3. The 3D landmark configurations have been reduced to 2D, as shown in Figures A1-A3 . 4 . I demonstrate the effect on centroid size for differences in condyle position between the mean template and one hypothetical observation. In broad strokes, the implications are easily extended to variation in the centroid size of full configuration, and to a complete sample.
Centroid position and symphysis landmark count in the arch subset and full configurations
The centroid is the average landmark position for a configuration [1] .
The full configuration augments the arch subset with four additional symphysis landmarks. As show in Figure A2 , Note that both centroids lie along the midsagittal axis. This will always be the case for the centroid of an object symmetric feature which has been rendered statistically symmetric through reflected relabeling or symmetric superimposition.
Relationship between centroid size variation and centroid position in configurations that vary by flexion
Centroid size is the square root of the sum of the squared line segment lengths from each landmark to the centroid [1] .
In Figure A3 , imagine the position of the "centroid" (C*) is permitted to vary freely between the symphysis origin (filled black circle) and some far posterior point along the midsagittal axis. With C* at the origin, no amount of flexion or extension will produce a difference between the line segment lengths from the centroid to the mean and hypothetical right condyle positions (black dashed lines). Thus, midline deviations (mandibular flexion or extension) make no contribution to "centroid size" (CS*) variation. For all C* values posterior to the origin, condyle positions that deviate from the mean condyle position do contribute to variation in CS*, as a function of the difference in lengths from C* to the mean and hypothetical left condyle. These lengths are illustrated for C* on the condylar circumference (filled purple circle; purple dashed lines), and C* where the contribution to CS* variance is greatest, i.e., when C* is positioned such that the line segments to the mean and hypothetical left condyle are collinear (green circle; overlapping green dashed lines). Overall, the contribution of condyle location to CS* variation in this model is a continuous function of the distance of C* from the origin (Figure A4) . 1 At more extreme posterior C* values, the function asymptotically approaches the vertical (y-axis) distance between the mean and alterative condyle positions. Figure A4 . Relationship between C* location and CS* variance contribution for a template condyle and one condyle variant. Closed black circle: variance contribution with C* at origin. Open black circle: with C* at full configuration centroid. Red circle: with C* at arch subset centroid.
Purple circle: with C* at intersection of midsagittal radius and circumference. Green circle: C* at maximum chord length difference.
The same effect of C* position on CS* holds when the size differences are computed between a full complement of landmarks for the mean and hypothetical configurations (Figure A5) . Whether the mandible is more extended than the mean (solid line and open circles) or more flexed (dashed line and closed circles), a more posterior C* results in greater size differences between the mean and hypothetical configurations. Figure A5 . Relationship between C* location and CS* differences between the mean configuration and two simulated configurations. Dashed line with closed circles depicts CS* differences for a configuration that is flexed relative to the mean; solid line with open circles depicts CS* differences for an equally extended configuration. For both configurations, the simulation's CS* deviation from the mean is lower when C* is derived based on six symphysis landmarks (black points), resulting in a more anterior symphysis, than when it is based on two symphysis landmarks (red points).
In summary, where narrow-midline, symmetric configurations primarily differ from one another by flexion or extension, centroid size variation will depend to some extent on the location of the centroid. Centroid location is in part determined by the landmark map-whether, for instance, many landmarks are concentrated in one region of the morphology of interest, with sparser coverage elsewhere. In our simulations, one reason full configuration size variance is smaller than arch subset size variance is because the full subset has a higher concentration of landmarks at the symphysis. This draws the centroid anteriorly, towards the origin, which ultimately means that, in comparison to the arch subset simulation, variation in bilateral landmark locations in our full configuration simulation has a reduced impact on centroid size.
